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Laravel Developer
Description

Experience in PHP, Laravel, OOPS concept, and OOPS usage in PHP
Understanding the fully synchronous behavior of PHP
Knowledge of MVC Architecture
Good Skills in any one of JavaScript / ECMAScript / React / Angular
Good Exposure in HTML, HTML5, Jquery, CSS and AJAX
Understanding fundamental design principles behind a scalable application
User authentication and authorization between multiple systems, servers,
and environments
Proficient understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git, Bitbucket
Familiarity with limitations of PHP as a platform and its workarounds
Familiarity with SQL/NoSQL databases and their declarative query
languages
At least 2+ years of proven experience as a Full Stack Developer or similar
role.
Experience in general reporting (creating / managing) reports is required.
Experience developing web and/or mobile applications
Strong understanding of algorithms, data structures, and system design
Knowledge of multiple front-end languages and libraries (e.g. HTML/ CSS,
JavaScript, XML, jQuery)
Must have good knowledge of MEAN or MERN stack
Knowledge of API design and development
Knowledge of relational databases & NoSQL
Ability to develop front end website architecture and back end website
applications

Responsibilities

Your responsibilities will include but are not limited to the following:

Build web scalable applications
Build efficient, testable, and reusable Laravel/PHP modules
Solve complex performance problems and architectural challenges
Write clean, well-designed code
Produce detailed specifications
Integration of data storage solutions (databases, key-value stores, blob
stores, etc.)
Solve complex performance problems and architectural challenges
Troubleshoot, test, and maintain the core product software and databases
to ensure strong optimization and functionality
Contribute to all phases of the development lifecycle
Follow industry best practices
Develop and deploy new features to facilitate related procedures and tools if
necessary

Job Benefits

5 days working company
No bond
Referral Bonus
Attractive leave policy
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Contacts

[dynamichidden page-url “CF7_bloginfo show=Laravel Developer”]

  I want to join Infistack because *  

  My total relevant experience is *  

  
  My current CTC is *   

  My expected CTC is *  

  You can contact me on my email at *  

My updated CV is (.pdf|.txt|.doc file) *
 

  Regards, *  
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